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Abstract
Industry 4.0 as the main driver of future industrial manufacturing is receiving
considerable attention in recent years. Especially since it is viewed as technology that
could decouple economic growth from resource use. However, there is no definite
agreement how this technology will affect our environment, more specifically global
energy demand, greenhouse gas emissions and consequently climate change. At the
core of Industry 4.0 lies a vast expanding data layer that is being connected through
cloud computing. Energy consumption from cloud computing and thus the number of
data centres is on the rise and with it the associated greenhouse gas emissions. This is
due to the increasing amount of data created in the world. Since adoption of Industry 4.0
is expected to generate additional, exponentially growing amounts of data it will impact
cloud computing’s energy consumption and subsequently its environmental effects.
Since the magnitude of the effect is not yet determined this thesis examines it via a
quantitative analysis of secondary data in a mixed approach. To this end, the total energy
consumption of ICT is defined and then broken further down into energy consumption by
cloud data centres which is then used to calculate the share that Industry 4.0 is
responsible for. In a second step, three different growth scenarios based on two base
variables of amount of data created and cloud data centre efficiency are elaborated to
predict possible developments until 2025.
This paper finds that currently the amount of data generated through Industry 4.0
manufacturing processes represents a small part of overall generated data and therefore
total energy demand. Moreover, Industry 4.0 is expected to deliver efficiency gains that
by far outweigh the increase in energy consumed for its operation. Therefore, its use to
further boost manufacturing efficiency can provide a valuable contribution to addressing
global challenges such as climate change and increasing the share of renewable energy
in the system which in turn will also reduce the environmental impact of the energy
consumed.
Keywords:
Industry 4.0 / Cloud Computing / IIOT / IOT / Energy Efficiency
Industrie 4.0 / Cloud Computing/ IIOT/ IOT/ Energieeffizienz
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1. Introduction
Our ability to collaborate in large numbers with strangers is the sole reason that we have
been able to rise from insignificant animals some 70,000 years ago to the rulers of the
world, according to Yuval Noah Harari. (Harari 2015) Through our ability to create a dual
world consisting of objective reality, on the one hand, and an imaginative one on the
other, we have been able to transform our planet beyond recognition. Creating fictional
entities and belief systems such as money, governmental & non-governmental
organizations, human rights and god, allows us to foresee and steer human interaction
by convincing a wide audience of their significance. As a result, individuals can trust
complete strangers because they adhere to the same belief system and therefore can
collaborate without prejudice.
While human collaboration undoubtedly remains an important factor, it is far from being
the sole reason for the developments of the last century. Although collaboration in large
numbers allowed Homo sapiens to rise to the top of the food chain, the key differentiator
of the past 200 hundred years was economic growth. The transition from traditional
labour-intensive systems to industrialisation via mechanization of production paved the
way to our modern and automated society. However, successful industrialization is far
from being an automated process. It depends on a variety of enabling conditions starting
with the availability of excess capital, to entrepreneurs willing to take the risk of
embarking on a new venture. Moreover, it needs an excess of skilled labour force,
elaborated manufacturing technologies and last but not least a developed transportation
and infrastructure system for distribution. Once society reaches a certain level of
urbanization, such conditions are usually readily available. These preconditions coupled
with the novelty of the steam engine, enabled the first industrial revolution, which marked
a tipping point that introduced unprecedented growth that has since then remained
unmatched. (Mathis 2016) Of course, the transformation from steel to electric power
during the second industrial revolution and the automation of production through
information technology during the third industrial revolution all left their own mark on
history and our economic system. Nonetheless, their contribution never reached the true
transformative effects of the first industrial revolution. Currently, another immense
transformation is underway that might once again have the potential to alter every part
of the human ecosystem. This forth-industrial revolution is supposed to bring forth a level
of transformation unseen until now, and by far surpassing the effects of the previous
transitional waves. (Schwab 2017) The spread and convergence of technology and
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industry that blurs borders and establishes simultaneous connections between the
physical, digital and biological world brings us closer to another substantial leap forward.
The first leap forward has happened when human beings came up with a way to support
their physical ability, their muscles, with machines. The next leap forward might come
when human beings discover how to support their cognitive abilities, their brain, with
machines. Regardless of the time this state will be accomplished, it is fundamental to
keep in mind that this exponential increase in possibilities, always comes with an
equivalent increase in risk.
In this context, it is of utmost importance to carefully consider the risks and adverse
effects that accompanied the previous development waves. There have certainly been
stellar advancements in every area of human life that can be attributed to these changes.
However, these transformations also came at a cost. A prime example is the complete
neglect for impacts on the ecosystem and the environment throughout this period of
economic growth. As a result, climate change is the most systemic threat to humankind
that we face today, according to United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres.
(Sengupta 2018) Nevertheless, western leaders and citizens often ignore this fact
because they are incapable of seeing the adverse effects their lifestyle choices are
producing. On the one hand, because active communication on these issues is limited
and on the other hand, because externalization of these environmental costs and
adverse effects to the global south has led to a twisted view of reality. (Demirović et al.
2011) The good news is that public and private awareness for this issue is increasing.
An increasing number of people is refuting the long-presented notion that unlimited
growth on a planet with limited natural resources is attainable. Additionally, the belief that
technological solutions will provide all the answers is also being questioned. (Fatheuer,
Fuhr, and Unmüßig 2015)
In light of these developments, Industry 4.0 has to perform a miracle. Global economic
growth has been slowing for years (Haenn, Harnish, and Wilk 2016) leading to numerous
recessions and the urgent need for a development to spark another upwards trend. At
the same time negative environmental effects are no longer just predictions. Climate
change as a result of manmade environmental pollution is real and its effects like
increased number of flooding, hurricanes, heatwaves and an ever declining air quality
are a reality for an increasing number of people. (Fountain and Plumer 2018) Industry
4.0 is poised to be the solution to all those challenges and much more. For the first time
in centuries the impossible seems feasible. An increasing rate of digitalization is
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celebrated as being able to spark economic growth while at the same time solving our
ecological, economic and social crisis. (M. Lee et al. 2018)
However, there are also more critical voices pointing out that numerous other
technologies in their time were celebrated as the harbingers of the forth-industrial
revolution. From the 1940s till today the term has been recycled numerous times. First,
modern communication was endangering the current status quo. (Carr 1940) Then, after
the Second World War, intra-atomic energy was rumoured to be a game changer only to
be replaced by electronics and the computer age during the 70s. In the 1980s, the forthindustrial revolution was supposed to be introduced by the information revolution only to
be substituted by nanotechnology in the 90s. (Edgerton 2011) Therefore, according to
(Garbee 2016) every technological breakthrough of most of the past century has once
been entitled as the fourth industrial revolution without being able to deliver on its
promise to truly revolutionize the economic, social or political sphere. While, it is true that
most technological advancements have the power to profoundly transform societies, only
time can tell how profound those changes can be.
However, even in processes of transformation and change, some things remain
constant. Just like the first industrial revolution built on a core technology to deliver
profound societal change, so does the fourth. The critical enabler for this development
is being provided over the Internet. The internet provides the core layer upon which other
technologies and innovations are created and connected. Just as the first industrial
revolution would not have been possible without the steam engine, the fourth industrial
revolution will not be possible without cloud computing. (Bateman 2018) Therefore, this
thesis wants to go beyond the hype and provide an explanation of the interplay between
the technologies that make up the forth industrial revolution. Furthermore, it will explain
why cloud computing is important for the fourth industrial revolution. On top of that it will
examine the current energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of cloud
computing for Industry 4.0 and attempt to predict its development until 2025. Last but not
least the results will be put back into perspective of Industry 4.0 to anticipate if we can
expect a total emission reduction.
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2. Goals and Objectives
Industry 4.0 is celebrated as the saviour to all the present challenges in the socioeconomic and ecological sphere. Possibly surpassing the scope & transformative effect
of the first industrial revolution, it is supposed to spark economic growth while at the
same time tackling environmental problems, like the global climate change crisis. To fulfil
these great expectations, Industry 4.0 works on connecting several modern production
and communication technologies to increase productivity and ensure efficiency on all
levels. Thus, it is not only transforming production processes like the first industrial
revolution, but it is targeting a complete and systematic transformation with changes to
business models, customer value creation, operational company set up and the market
as a whole.
The purpose of this thesis is to examine cloud computing and its environmental effects
in the context of Industry 4.0. Since Industry 4.0 builds on various enabling technologies
that are mostly at the beginning of the innovation adoption cycle, it currently remains
difficult to assess its general impact. However, since cloud computing acts as enabler
for most of these technologies it is an interesting candidate for examination. Hence, this
paper will focus on examining the energy demand of cloud computing for Industry 4.0
applications today and in the future by trying to answer the following research:
•

What is the current research landscape regarding energy efficient cloud
computing solutions?

•

What effect will the emergence of Industry 4.0 have on energy demand of cloud
computing?

•

What effect will the emergence of Industry 4.0 have on CO2 emissions generated
to power cloud computing?

3. Structure
To provide answers to the presented questions, the following combined methodology will
be employed. First, the connection between Industry 4.0 and cloud computing as
enabling technology will be presented. Since technologies like the internet of things, big
data and cyber physical systems (CPS) built on cloud computing to enable industry 4.0
their definition and interplay will be described. Secondly, a qualitative literature review
will be conducted to examine the current research landscape regarding cloud computing
and its current and predicted environmental impact. For this an analysis of relevant
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scientific journal articles, policy briefs, conference paper, as well as studies by various
institutions and businesses will be conducted.
The second part of this study will use a secondary quantitative approach to estimate the
current proportional energy demand of cloud computing for Industry 4.0 applications and
its future development. This will be based on an approach that was proposed by J.
Koomey (2011) and on relevant datasets from various sources. (Cisco Systems 2018;
Andrae et al. 2015; Malmodin and Bergmark 2015) In the end the results will be
summarized and put into perspective of the total expected environmental impact of
Industry 4.0.

3.1.

Limitations

Due to the complexity and the inter-connected character of the considered system, the
thesis is facing numerous limitations. Therefore, the detailed results should be viewed
not only with a critical eye but also with a focus on the big picture and the relationships
between global energy demand, ICT energy demand and cloud energy demand in the
context of Industry 4.0. The main challenge was the limited availability of current data on
cloud energy demand and the amount of data produced by Industry 4.0. Due to the rapid
developments in the sector, the available data sets age fast. Therefore, the thesis works
with assumptions and estimates where necessary. Moreover, it only considers the
operational energy demand and the accompanying GHGs. A full lifecycle analysis is not
conducted. What is more also the economic impact and the impact on society are not
part of the examination.

4. Understanding the big picture – a literature review
This section will first briefly present the history of Industry 4.0 and describe its core
enabling technologies. Afterwards, the focus will be on elaborating the system
perspective to foster the understanding of the importance of cloud computing. Finally,
the conclusion of this chapter will underline the vital importance of this technology for
Industry 4.0.
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4.1.

Industry 4.0

Although the term Industry 4.0 has recently spread around the globe, it is a relatively
young invention. It originated in Germany in only 2011 as part of the future development
strategy to boost economic growth in the manufacturing sector. (Kagermann, Wahlster,
and Helbig 2013) Through the usage of the information and communications networks
that are established around the world and constant and automated exchange of
information between production and business processes, the German manufacturing
and logistics industry is supposed to interconnect its complete value chain. (Kamarul
Bahrin et al. 2016). In the Anglo-American world the term Internet of Things (IoT) is being
used to describe the same idea and has found widespread adoption. Therefore, the
interchangeable use of these terms has led to some confusion, which will be solved in
the following section.
The constant advancements in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) over
the past centuries have reached a point, where we are on the brink of new and
unparalleled ICT usage worldwide. Nowadays, memory modules, microprocessors and
sensors can be integrated into practically every object because they have become
smaller, cheaper and more energy efficient. Combined with high-speed data
transmission and computing power they generate additional value because now those
objects possess the ability to gather data, receive information and adapt their behaviour
according to the situation. What is reality today was already predicted by Steinbuch
(1966) who claimed that in the span of a few decades there won’t be a single object that
is not operated by a computer and connected through a network like the human nervous
system. Moreover, Weiser (1999) anticipated that technology will find its way into the
background of everyday objects and minimize the need for conscious human steering
and interaction. Today this concept is known in the academic literature as ubiquitous
computing. Slightly adapted by industry practice, the concept became known as
pervasive computing, where the continued processing of available information is used
for web-based processes and electronic commerce. (Bohn et al. 2005) A phrase that is
more common to the average user and can be used to understand pervasive computing
are smart devices. Those are the manifestation of the underlying idea of creating devices
that collect, understand and distribute data. Through the creation of interconnected
networks, these devices become capable of understanding their surroundings and thus
can reduce the necessary human interaction with them without losing functionality. The
vision is to create ambient intelligence, where those devices provide unparalleled human
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experience and added value. Through a network capable of understanding its
environment and acting accordingly without the need for human intervention it caters to
the wish for an omnipresent assistant operating in the background. (Grossman 2016)
Pervasive Computing and Internet of Things (IoT) are both concepts that are very closely
interlinked. However, while pervasive computing envisions a world where human
interaction is reduced to the usage phase where the technology is working autonomously
in the background, IoT requires more human attention. Nonetheless, IoT is a significant
step forward because objects no longer relate only to the user but also to the surrounding
objects and a database. The term IOT was first introduced in 1999 during a presentation
at Proctor & Gamble by Ashton (2009) where he linked the concept of Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) with the internet. According to him computers and consequently the
internet is limited by the fact that all available information and data on things is entered
by people. The resulting problem is twofold. On the one hand, people only have a limited
amount of time to capture the data. On the other hand, they are inherently bad at
capturing data due to their natural lack of attention and accuracy. In addition, human
beings tend to focus on ideas rather than pure data itself. As a result, the internet today
holds a lot of information on human ideas while sometimes failing to produce wholesome
data collections on pure facts and figures collected via our surroundings. Therefore, ICT
should be set up in a way that eliminates the human factor in data entry and allows it to
gather all the data about the things in the world without human interaction. This way
accurate data that has not been subject to human interpretation, can be captured.
(Holmes 2016)
To a certain degree, this process, of shifting from human dependence of data entry to
automated data collection, has already happened. IoT today describes a state where
everyday objects or things are coupled with a sensor and possess the ability to
communicate their state. (Satyavolu et al. 2014) To make this data exchange and
collection work, there is still a high degree of human configuration and interaction
required during the set-up phase. However, once the devices are set up correctly and
the connections established, the vision of a completely automated system becomes
reality. Since every object is collecting and transmitting large amounts of data fully
automated, it is possible to gather an unprecedented amount of data and extract
knowledge at an incremental cost. This process, in turn, allows to react to changes in
the real world in an automated, fast and informed way, while at the same time opening
the possibility to optimize various processes. On top of that new usage scenarios
become feasible that are not only able to create value for the economy but
7

simultaneously generate benefits for the society as a whole. (Mattern and Flörkemeier
2010) One practical example of a private product that is putting exactly this theory into
practice is Amazon’s series of smart speakers. These speakers are able to perform a
multitude of tasks only via their connection to the internet and other surrounding devices.
(Rossman 2016)
While IoT is mostly understood as connecting things to each other to cater to human
needs the Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT) aims at doing exactly that for industrial
machines. Therefore, it should come as no surprise that General Electric (GE) introduced
the term in 2012 along with the term industrial internet. Both are used interchangeably
and stand for a
“network of a multitude of industrial devices connected by
communications technologies that results in systems that can
monitor, collect, exchange, analyse, and deliver valuable new
insights like never before. These insights can then help drive smarter,
faster business decisions for industrial companies.”
(“Everything You Need to Know About the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)” 2016)
The World Economic Forum takes a more simplified approach by stating that the IIOT is
used to describe IOT in an industrial setting. (O’Halloran and Kvochko 2015) A more
comprehensive definition breaks IIOT down in the components of the system and the
value that they provide. Therefore, IIOT can be described as a system that is made up
of smart objects, things and physical assets bundled with information technologies like
cloud and edge computing in order to allow for autonomous, real time and intelligent
communication, access, collection and exchange of data that in turn can be used in an
industrial setting to optimise overall production value. Value in this context may describe
various things from productivity boosts, to product & service delivery improvements, to
energy consumption reductions or build to order cycle shortenings. (Boyes et al. 2018)
In summary, all three introduced concepts built on the idea of transforming objects into
networks of smart devices, that gather data about its surroundings and adapt to the
physical world around them and to additional value. Therefore, IoT is the broadest
definition as it does not differentiate according to type of smart device or provided
additional value. On top of that lie the concepts of Industry 4.0 and IIOT that use the
smart device in the industrial setting. The differentiation between those two concepts is
not used consistently across the literature and often mixed up. Nonetheless, when
8

examining the details, it becomes clear that Industry 4.0 has a defined focus on the
manufacturing industry. On the contrary IIOT considers every sector that uses industrial
& professional equipment. On top of that Industry 4.0 goes further than just creating a
network of objects and their data. It emphasizes the digitalization of the complete value
chain. Moreover, since the term was born out of a governmental initiative it comes as no
surprise that it has spread across the public professional setting more broadly. (Sontag
2018)

FIGURE 1 – HOW DOES IOT, IIOT, INDUSTRY 4.0 AND THE CLOUD RELATE TO EACH OTHER
(Source: own depiction after Sontag 2018)

Finally, it is important to understand one additional key differentiator between IOT and
IIOT as well as Industry 4.0. It lies in the industrial use of the devices in the latter case
which carries numerous additional challenges. First, the conditions that those devices
need to operate in are several magnitudes more challenging than the average usage
scenario of the apple watch. Industrial use means extreme conditions like corrosive or
combustible environments, high and low temperatures and numerous other harsh
surroundings that consumer devices are usually never confronted with. Second, there is
the issue of scalability which is much more complex with IIOT. Usually IIOT applications
have more devices involved and as a result, they create and collect more datapoints than
their consumer targeted counterparts. Therefore, the amount of data generated is vastly
larger than with IOT. As a result, transmission of the large amounts of data from the
sensors to the control system can become challenging. This is where new powerful and
large-scale computing infrastructures with technologies such as cloud, fog or edge
become interesting. These three types enable high-performance data processing and
storage on different levels of the IIOT system enabling the proper functioning of the
overall scheme.
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Third, most industrial devices in operation today were not built with modern sensor
technology in mind. Those legacy devices (older industrial equipment) often stem from
the pre-internet protocol era (IP). As a result, connecting them to the internet is a difficult
and expensive endeavour. On top of that, they often need to be installed in remote
regions, which in turn results in increased maintenance requirements and reduced
energy efficiency. What is more, this also translates into adapted network requirements
leading to the development of specialized solutions for the sector.
Last but not least, connecting these devices to the internet also raises the issue of cyber
security. According to recent industry reports IOT devices are not well equipped to
handle threats generated by cyber-attacks and therefore pose a significant security risk.
(Spring 2017) Since huge amounts of sensitive and potentially security-critical data is
exchanged via both IOT and IIOT devices, they are an interesting target for cyberattacks. However, the big difference lies in the effects and impacts that the hacking an
IOT device produces compared to that of an IIOT devices. While a malfunction of a smart
speaker might be perceived as a major inconvenience for its owner, the impacts on
society negligible. Yet, the potential effects of a hacked IIOT device are worse by several
orders of magnitude and have possible impacts on numerous different levels of society.
Especially, when considering that IIOT can be employed in critical infrastructure
resources like for example water treatment plants or power plants to name only provide
a few examples. Cyberattacks on such facilities do not only disturb normal operation and
therefore service to the society, but also have the potential to severely harm human lives
or cause substantial damage to the environment and the ecosystem.

(Sadeghi,

Wachsmann, and Waidner 2015)
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4.2.

Industry 4.0 core technologies enabled by cloud

computing
The following chapter focuses on explaining the core necessities for making the concept
of IIOT/ Industry 4.0 work. After briefly presenting the underlying convergence
requirement, it will introduce and describe some of the most important systems needed
for proper functioning of IIOT.

4.3.

IT/OT Convergence

One the one hand, information technology (IT) is defined as “the use of computers and
telecommunications equipment to send, receive, store and manipulate data.” (Daintith
2009) On the other hand, operational technology (OT) is used to monitor and control the
performance of physical devices in the manufacturing or utilities sector. Traditionally, IT
and OT have been two areas of technology with little to no connections between each
other. However, the rise of IIOT and Industry 4.0 has changed this drastically. For its
performance monitoring OT has always used extensive supervisory control and data
acquisition systems (SCADA), as well as programmable logic controllers (PLC) and
distributed control systems (DCS) to name only a few. Usually these legacy systems
were not connected to the internet and only used proprietary communication protocols.
However, in our newly connected world a functioning link to IT is indispensable. Yet, the
overall legacy character of OT makes it difficult to establish this necessary and vital
connection to ensure Industry 4.0 integration. Therefore, IT/OT convergence is an
important underlying requirement to ensure the overall functioning of the system. Once
the convergence is established the resulting product is a cyber physical system (CPS).
(Bloem et al. 2014)

4.4.

Cyber Physical Systems (CPS)

The above mentioned convergence of IT/OT into CPS is not only a remarkable
development in information and communication technology as well as computer science
but more importantly, another elemental driver for Industry 4.0. (Jeschke et al. 2017;
Pereira and Romero 2017). The term CPS was first introduced at the National Science
Foundation (NSF) around 2006 and refers to the integration of computation processes
with physical processes. Most typical setups also include the network or communication
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aspect due to integrated network connectivity that allows to establish a connection with
a server or a cloud. (Baheti and Gill 2011) To put it in simpler words CPS are devices or
machines that have a main goal that is not associated with computing. Therefore, CPS
encompass a mechanical device that is paired with an algorithm run on a computer. This
algorithm controls, monitors and steers the machine without the need of any human
interaction in the best-case scenario. However, what makes it special is not the lack of
human interaction but the fact that it is connected to its surroundings and can therefore
make decisions autonomously to adapt and optimize its current task according to varying
conditions. To enable this constant adaptation to changing preconditions, it continuously
accesses and processes data that is transmitted via the cloud.
The concept of CPS is often falsely used interchangeably with Industry 4.0.
Consequently, it is important to note that applications for CPS go beyond the
manufacturing industry and expand into a wide range of disciplines such as healthcare,
autonomous driving, public transport and many others. At the same time, Industry 4.0
does not just denote the integration of physical and computational systems but the
integration and interaction of the entire value chain from sourcing, through production,
assembly, delivery and finally customer relationships. Additionally, it needs to be clarified
that CPS are not a new technological field as such since some have been around for
quite a while. A modern car for example can be viewed as an application of a CPS. Still,
the discourse about this topic in the theoretical and academic area has largely been
lacking and is only gaining traction now with the multitude of use cases that are being
developed. Practical examples of real-life applications where CPS are at the core range
from autonomous vehicles to smart grid and factories. The novel character of their
interactions stems from their constant real-time interactions with their surrounding
physical world, especially when compared to traditional information and communication
systems of the past. While traditional ICT systems were only used as an extension of
human steered actions, CPS act as complete substitutions lacking human interference.
At least that is the vision, today human beings are still present to fulfil the role of a fail
safe in case that the CPS malfunctions.
Consequently, the highly autonomous CPS enable a seamless communication process
between products, producing machines and humans along and across the complete
value chain. No matter the specific use case, they are able to interpret the received
sensory data correctly and react accordingly. Considering that, CPS utilized in an
Industry 4.0 setting allow the manufactured product to be aware of its necessary
manufacturing steps. What is more this also means that the connected manufacturing
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equipment that is necessary for production, reacts accordingly. This production process
generates an incredible amount of data which in turn can be analysed and used for
continuous optimization of the functioning of the overall system (Brettel et al. 2014). If
observed on its own the amount of data generated by this system is not significant.
However, when looking at it from a much broader perspective it quickly becomes evident
that through the rapid increase of devices collecting data in an industrial setting the
amount of collected data also surges exponentially. When comparing the amount of data
among industries, the manufacturing sector by far produces and stores the greatest
amounts (Chen et al. 2016). This surge in the overall amount of data has given rise to
big data, a concept that will be explained in the next paragraph.

4.5.

Big Data

It should not be a surprise that a constant increase in created data in the world poses
opportunities but at the same time comes with challenges and limitations. This
observation is not new, since the evident consequences of the ever-growing amount of
available data volume was first described in the 1940s. During that period, that is today
known as the time of information explosion, scholars in the US have started to consider
the doubling time of data in their libraries. At that time, data was still exclusively stored
in books and consequently faced it own inherent space and time limitations. However,
even back then it was expected that the amount of data would grow exponentially at a
doubling rate of 16 years. Spinning this scenario until 2040, this growth rate would have
resulted in 200 million books. (Rider 1944) A number that was incomprehensible at that
time. When looking at the current global book stock, it quickly becomes evident that these
estimates from the 1940s were rather on the conservative side. A practical example to
illustrate the mismatch in scale and dimension between theory and reality, is the largest
library operated today. The library of the U.S Congress currently has 164 million items in
its catalogue. (Fischer 2016)
The first time that this challenge between availability of resources and the amount of data
created, was addressed with regard to computational data sets in the late 90s. Back
then, especially NASA scientists were struggling with data visualization for data sets
larger than 100 gigabytes. Since memory and storage capacities of computer systems
of that time were rather limited they were struggling with this issue. As a result the phrase
“the problem of big data” was coined (Cox and Ellsworth 1997).
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Today, big data is used as an all-encompassing term to describe datasets which have
reached a size and complexity that makes them difficult to process with a standard grade
computer in an acceptable amount of time. Operations that are being considered within
the big data nexus consist of data capture, data storage, data transfer, data analysis,
data curation, data visualization, data sharing, data security & data privacy. However,
this very general definition also comes with its limitations since both the size of big data
and the computational capacity of computers are constantly evolving factors. The
evolution of big data over the last 10 years perfectly illustrates this. Big data has evolved
from terabytes in 2005 (1 TB = 1000 GB) to petabytes in 2010 to zettabyte in 2017 (1 ZB
= 1,000,000,000,000 GB). While relating to the size of a terabyte is no challenge as that
is the storage capability of modern desktop solutions, petabytes and zettabyte are more
foreign concepts. According to Arthur (2011) one zettabyte is the equivalent of the
storage capacity of 250 billion DVDs which is enough to cover 55% of earth’s surface in
DVDs. This rapid development is caused by the exponential growth rate that data has
shown over the past decades. Due to this characteristic, 90% of data in the world at any
given moment in time has been created over the period of the previous two years.
(Dragland 2013)
In general, Big Data is typically characterized by the three factors volume, variety and
velocity. (Sagiroglu and Sinanc 2013; De Mauro, Greco, and Grimaldi 2016) Volume is
used to describe the amount of data that is created and that can be stored. It is a central
feature because the more data that is available the more reliable estimations can be
calculated. In turn, variety relates to the nature and heterogeneity of the data created.
Since high heterogeneity with several types of data require the system to be robust and
adaptable in its operations. This is important, since the various perspectives (data types)
of the same data set allow for enhanced pattern recognition capabilities. Lastly, velocity
describes the speed with which the data is being created. To ensure full usage of the
generated data, the techniques for data processing must be on par with the data
generation. The moment that data creation exceeds the analytical capabilities of the
system, a new type of data called “dark data” is created. This term is used to refer to the
increasing amount of unstructured data that is being generated by everyone and
everything without ever being utilized. (Kambies et al. 2017)
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4.5.1.

The data journey in CPS for Industry 4.0

The real-life use of Big Data for CPS in Industry 4.0 can be divided into two major
applications. On the one hand, there is the important part of system architecture that
describes the underlying connectivity of devices and facilities as well as the way that
they are creating data. On the other hand, there is the aspect of data analytics which is
used to make sense of the created data to optimize production and thus increase
resource efficiency. The underlying system architecture is mainly in charge of enabling
real-time communication of devices within the system. In order to achieve this constant
flow of communication, the first step it fulfils is facilitating the collection of data. Data
does not only serve as the basis for decision making but can also be described as the
raw material of the process. In the context of Industry 4.0, the data collected at this stage
includes mainly data from sensors distributed in the system ranging from RFID records,
camera images, GPS devices and enterprise resource planning systems. (Li et al. 2017;
Posada et al. 2015; Xu and Duan 2018) In order to reap the full benefits of this process
the degree of automation should be kept at the highest level possible. This is especially
important considering that any human interference results in not only increased cost but
also significantly reduced efficiency. Once the data is successfully captured, it needs to
be stored and made available for retrieval. However, the very definition of big data makes
it evident that no single computer system is capable of storing this amount of data.
Therefore, over the years two major processes have been developed. The traditional
relational database system and the non-traditional database. These systems differ in
their level of accuracy, redundancy and consistency as well as their inherent energy
consumption. For Industry 4.0 the option of non-traditional database systems is the better
choice, since it comes with significant scalability and velocity benefits. (Gölzer, Cato, and
Amberg 2015)
The next step in the data journey is the one where cloud computing plays a major role.
Since it was already established that data constantly needs to be processed and a single
local computer does not have the necessary computing power to do so, a cluster of
computers is the most viable option to fulfil this job. Depending on the requirements of
the individual use case there is a variety of possible distributed computing systems that
can handle the task. (He and Xu 2014) Processing is the crucial step in value creation
from the collected data, since a pool of raw data does not provide any additional value.
It is achieved through the application of analytical methods to the available data lake
(collection of data) to identify patterns that humans are not able to see. Data analytics
can be broken down into three types, everyone more complex than the previous. (Delen
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and Demirkan 2013) Firstly, descriptive analytics is used to describe past events.
Secondly, predictive analytics try to anticipate future events considering that situations
from the past will repeat in the same or in a similar manner. Finally, prescriptive analytics
is used to come up with actions to react to a possible future and influence it.
Descriptive analytics is the least complex method of data analytics as it mainly utilizes
statistical functions to foster basic insights into data sets for example to understand
trends. However, descriptive analytics has also more complex approaches like
correlations and clusters. Correlation analysis allows to identify characteristics which
are changing at the same time and thus the strength of the relationship between two
variables. Clustering on the other hand allows to group records of similar nature together
and thus allows the creation of homogeneous groups that can be treated in a similar
way. In industry 4.0, clustering is a vital tool. Grouping sensors in the appropriate sensor
network allows to reduce messaging overhead and moreover, allow for better detection
of hardware and software failures. (Younis and Fahmy 2004; Lapira 2012)
Predictive analytics goes one step further and focuses on past patters to predict what
can or will happen in the future. This type of data analytics method makes predictions
assuming that events that happen in the past will repeat or happen in a similar way in
the future. To do so it uses data mining and machine learning techniques to automate
the way that an analytical model is built. Usually, predictive analytics involves a dataset
with many normal attributes and one target attribute for prediction. The newest discipline
of data analytics, called prescriptive analytics, goes even one step further and proposes
solutions to a future scenario and the necessary actions to avoid or achieve it.
Prescriptive analytics is for example what allows self-driving car development. In the
cloud context and its application in data centres it allows to predict load and react
accordingly to increase energy efficiency. In order to be able to make those very complex
decisions, advanced analytical methods and artificial intelligence are used. (J. Lee, Kao,
and Yang 2014)
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FIGURE 2 – THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF DATA ANALYTICS
(Source: own depiction after “2017 planning guide for data analytics” accessed October 15th, 2018
https://www.gartner.com/binaries/content/assets/events/keywords/catalyst/catus8/2017_planning_guide_fo
r_data_analytics.pdf)

5. Cloud Computing - an introduction
One key platform technology that plays an essential role in connecting the various
available technologies for Industry 4.0 is cloud computing. Cloud computing in general
describes the possibility of sourcing computing resources over the internet. This
virtualization of resources and services serves as technical backbone to most of the
technologies employed in Industry 4.0. Moreover it enables data exchange and network
establishment between Industry 4.0 objects and delivers the computational power
necessary to make sense of the collected information. (Candel Haug, Kretschmer, and
Strobel 2016) When aiming to connect the whole value chain, from a couple machines
to the entire plant and ultimately including the complete supply chain, it becomes evident
how important the real-time character of these connections is. Only then it becomes
possible to use the generated insights from the collected data in a value adding way.
The resulting requirements for data access and sharing only underline the complex
nature of cloud computing in this context. (Vaidya, Ambad, and Bhosle 2018)
In order to fulfil those requirements, cloud computing has a set of essential
characteristics defined by Mell and Grance (2011) that are outlined below:
è On demand self service
Computing capabilities, for example network storage can be supplied to users
without the need for human interaction. This service is usually delivered through
a self-service portal.
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è Broad network access
Resource access is possible over the network, which is usually the internet.
Heterogenous platforms (e.g. mobile devices) have access due to standard
connection mechanisms.
è Resource pooling
The available physical computing resources (e.g. storage, processing power,
memory, …) are pooled to provide multiple users with the demanded services.
This is accomplished by dynamically assigning various available physical and
virtual resources to the users. On average users have no influence on the
physical properties of the accessed resources although with recent policy making
practice the localization of the pooled computing resources is becoming a topic.
è Rapid Elasticity
Increase and decrease in the scale of required computing capabilities is done
automatically according to the requirements. This ensures that the exact amount
of capabilities is available without employing excess computing power.
è Measured Service
The usage of resources is metered continuously. It is monitored, measured &
reported providing transparency to provider a consumer. Moreover, only used
resources are billed.
The above described cloud services are usually delivered in three distinct models as
described by Hogan et al. (2011) :
è Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS)
The user can use the applications running on the cloud as developed by the cloud
provider. The user has no influence on the type of applications. However, he can
access the data through a web interface. The provider is in charge of managing
the software on the cloud and the underlying hardware infrastructure (e.g.
network, storage, servers, …) This delivery model is the most widely distributed
in the end user space as it makes installation of applications on your own
hardware obsolete. Moreover, the defined use cases make operation easy and
reduce the need for in-house maintenance and support. H
è Cloud Platform as a Service (PaaS)
The user can deploy applications that he created or acquired onto the cloud
infrastructure if he obeys the limitations regarding programming languages and
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available tools imposed by the provider. The user has no influence on the
underlying hardware infrastructure and its operating system (e.g. network,
storage, servers, …) however he can influence the applications and their hosting
environment. This delivery model is mostly targeted at developers and builds on
top of the Infrastructure as a Service Model.
è Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
The user can deploy and run software that includes operating systems and
applications capable of influencing and steering fundamental computing
resources on the cloud (e.g. processing, storage, networks). The user does not
control the underlying cloud infrastructure however he can be granted limited
control of selected network components. This delivery model is of major interest
for Industry 4.0 applications as it allows them to manage desired applications and
middleware with the possibility of immediate scaling. Examples for this model
include Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure.
The described cloud services can also be deployed in different forms:
è Public Cloud
The cloud infrastructure is available for the public for open use. The infrastructure
is on the premise of the provider but can be accessed and operated by whoever
wants to make use of it (e.g. businesses, governments, academic institutions.
The advantages are low operational and implementation cost however also
limited level of security.
è Private Cloud
The cloud infrastructure is operated exclusively for one entity. Still, it does not
mean that the infrastructure is owned by the entity or hosted on premise. It just
ensures a higher security level and an increased level of reliability & scalability
that comes at a higher cost.
è Hybrid Cloud
The hybrid cloud tries to leverage the best of both worlds. Through bundling
together unique entities and allowing for data and application portability they
provide the benefits associated with private clouds at a percentage of the cost.
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5.1.

Industry 4.0 & Cloud – a match made in heaven.

The characteristics of cloud computing are vital because they provide the ideal
background to the requirements of the globalized connected production system that
Industry 4.0 aims at creating. With cloud computing traditional system boundaries blur
due to the natural convergence between IOT needs and inherent cloud characteristics.
The perfect match character becomes visible when examining the requirements one by
one. The requirement of ubiquitous accessibility, comprising of the need to facilitate the
highest level of connectivity between the heterogenous objects and users is facilitated
through the broad network access and the integration of application programming
interfaces (API). This allows the users to access the required services from anywhere
over the internet regardless of the device chosen. Dynamic management and
orchestration require adaptability to a constantly changing amount of processing power,
users and amount of data. The rapid elasticity of the cloud allows to deploy the necessary
resources for a chosen period whenever a specific need arises. This efficient resource
pooling characteristic of cloud computing is the basis that enables maximum resource
utilization. Through virtualization, meaning the creation of a virtual version of something
instead of an actual one e.g storage devices or virtual computer hardware platforms,
users can easily share the available resources. Last but not least the personalization
according to user profiles and requested/provided services calls for a customized
approach to the available software. This personalization is realised through the
measured service approach described above. (Biswas and Giaffreda 2014)

5.2.

Other enabling technologies

The above described technologies were presented in a more detailed manner to allow a
better understanding of cloud application in an Industry 4.0 scenario. Since they
represent a core part of the whole system, it is difficult to understand the importance of
cloud computing without a basic understanding of these enabling technologies.
Nevertheless, there are other technological enablers of the system that also deserve a
brief mention at this point. This is important because to leverage the full potential
attributed to Industry 4.0, it is vital that every piece in the system plays its part. However,
since there is no agreed upon definition on what constitutes a key technological enabler
for Industry 4.0, the scope in the literature often varies. According to (Pilgrim,
Groneweng, and Reckordt 2017) there are four core technologies. Those include the
previously described CPS, Big Data and Cloud as well as additive manufacturing
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processes. Additive manufacturing processes or 3D printing as it is more widely known,
changes the paradigm from taking resources and applying subtractive steps to arrive at
the product to taking resources and applying additive steps for product creation. The
drawback of a subtractive approach is the waste inherently produced in the process.
With 3D printing only the needed resource amount is utilized which in turn leads to major
efficiency improvements and thus a less resource intensive production. Bechtold et al.
(2014) expands the list of core technology enablers to seven by adding mobile
technologies, machine to machine communication as well as community platforms. The
term mobile technologies include all forms of wireless communication technologies that
allow us to access information with any device, at any time and from everywhere. This
increased accessibility constitutes a tremendous shift, especially considering that until
recently most data was only available at fixed locations. Machine to machine
communication is a term that closely interlinks with CPS as it is the core technology that
allows for exchange of information between CPS. The six enabling technologies
described until now are mostly technological nature, while community platforms – the
last ones in the list - have humans at its core. They provide an environment that fosters
connections between humans and the creation of a personal network where information
is exchanged, and knowledge shared, not only between devices but especially between
humans. On top of that list Gerbert et al. (2015) added two additional technologies
namely augmented reality and cybersecurity to arrive at a new total of nine enabling
technologies. Augmented reality will give human users the chance to exceed previously
known cognitive barriers by interlinking action of humans and machines on a completely
different level. On the other hand, Cybersecurity will be a condition “sine qua non” that
will make or break the approach, due to the previously explained possible implications
cyber-attacks could have on the system and society.(Thames and Schaefer 2017)
These enabling technologies are not only at the core of the Industry 4.0 system but are
more importantly fuelling a variety of important real-life applications in the overall system.
Figure 3. below illustrates the main enabling technologies and their interplay with
relevant value drives for digitalization of Industry 4.0. For simplicity reasons, the table
focuses on the list of seven enabling technologies by Bechtold et al. (2014) described
above to outline their importance for making the eight most important value drivers of
Industry 4.0 function. Value drivers are the key enablers for future-proofing the industrial
sector and driving digitalization of the manufacturing process. They are often grouped
into the four key pillars of Smart Solutions, Smart Innovation, Smart Supply Chains and
Smart Factory. While the first two mainly contribute to enhanced growth potential, the
latter two contribute to efficiency gains. Smart Solutions are very much focused on the
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market side of the manufacturing process and contain both, Smart Products, such as the
NEST thermostat, and Smart Services such as innovative implementing technologies.
Smart Innovation translates into distributing innovative ideas and solutions and is done
on the level of connected lifecycles and extended innovation. On the other hand, Smart
Supply Chains are horizontal and vertical integration via agile collaboration networks and
connected supply chains. Lastly, Smart Factory mainly refers to decentralized production
control and data-driven operational excellence. What stands out in this table is that cloud
computing and advanced analytics are at the core of the system and crucial enablers for
almost all value drivers. Another major trend that can be observed is that Mobile and
M2M are especially important for Smart Solutions and Smart Factory but also for
connected lifecycle innovation and connected supply chains. On the other hand, it
becomes obvious that the overall system enabler effect of Community Platforms, 3D
Printing and Advanced Robotics are limited to certain value drivers. It can be observed
that Community Platforms are especially crucial for realizing extended innovation and
agile collaboration networks, while 3D printing and advanced robotics are mainly
involved in enabling decentralized production control.

FIGURE 3 – CLOUD AS CORE ENABLING TECHNOLOGY
(Source: own depiction after Bechtold et al. 2014)

6. Energy Consumption & related Greenhouse Gas
Emissions from ICT & Cloud Computing
Assessing the (net impact) on energy consumption by information and communication
technology is a topic that that has been gaining significant academic attention in recent
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years. Especially, since several technologies that are currently on the rise are driving
substantial disruptive change and their lasting effects are yet to be determined. The most
prominent among these technologies, besides cloud computing, is the upsurge in highspeed wireless access network that is promising to connect the other 4 billion people on
our planet to the internet (Finley 2015). The other one is the rise in thin clients. The term
thin client describes devices like tablets and smart phones and while they are more
energy efficient in certain use cases than laptops and desktop computers, their total
effect on the system is yet to be determined. (Pattinson, Cross, and Kor 2015; Miettinen
and Nurminen 2010) At the same time, older technology that is used for processing and
storage of information is becoming more efficient in its total energy consumption. (ErolKantarci and Mouftah 2015) Moreover, usage patterns are being transformed as ICT is
finding its way into our daily life and transforming almost every aspect of it.
Since the introduction of the green computing movement, which in its core describes the
environmentally responsible use of technology, over two decades ago, a lot has
happened. One of the first major initiatives that was born out of this movement was the
ENERGY STAR initiative that introduced specifications for energy efficient computers
and monitors. (Harmon and Auseklis 2009) Over the years, as the topic matured, there
have been several studies trying to estimate the global energy demand of ICT as well as
the accompanying amount of CO2 generated. However, these studies have been carried
out with varying approaches and have thus presented very heterogeneous results. This
lack of uniform methodology makes it not only difficult to compare results but also difficult
to predict trends. Nonetheless, this lack never stopped scientists from conducting their
research albeit with varying degrees of success. A study that raised huge controversy
among the scientific community was conducted by Mills (1999). According to him, the
electricity demand of the United States of America was going to rise by about 30% to
50% of total electricity demand over the following years mainly fuelled by increased
internet usage. Shortly afterwards, numerous scientific rebuttals were published which
served to put the results of Mill’s study into perspective. (Baer, Hassell, and Vollaard
2002; Kawamoto et al. 2002)
Today, considering the global scale, the direct electrical energy consumption, which
describes the electricity consumed to run ICT devices, of the ICT sector is relatively
small. In the year 2015, the share of ICTs in total electricity consumption amounted to
1700 TWh out of the approximately 22000 TWh electricity that was used on the global
scale. That only amounts to approximately 7% of electricity demand of the ICT sector.
(Malmodin and Bergmark 2015) Another study with comparable scope conducted by Van
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Heddeghem (et al. 2014) estimated that ICT is responsible for 5% of electricity use and
that it is growing with more than double the pace at 7% compared to the overall global
electricity consumption growth rate. In the global context electricity consumption
increased by 3,1% to 25 570 TWH in 2017. This growth is predominantly fuelled by the
recent increased economic output in Asia especially China and India which are
responsible for 70% of this development. At the same time, this growth does not go hand
in hand with an increase in energy efficiency as. Actually, improvements for overall
energy efficiency of ICT equipment have declined due an overall slowdown in
implementation of energy efficiency policies. (IEA 2018)
The first comprehensive review of electricity consumption of data centres focussing on
the US market and estimation of the size of their contribution to the global ICT demand
was done by Koomey (2007, 2008). It has proven to be a challenging task since studies
and reports with that focus were scarce at that point. Moreover, most companies were
not providing access to this data and rapid technological developments in the area were
only adding additional difficulty to the estimations. Therefore, Koomey devised a
projection approach that multiplied the number of estimated installed servers with their
average power consumption. The average power consumption was calculated through
addition of the average power consumption of the mostly utilized individual parts that
make up a server. This approach allowed to arrive at the total electricity consumption.
Following this approach, about 0,6% of total electricity consumption in the US could be
attributed to US based data centres in 2005. On the global scale, the study showed that
data centres would consume 1% of the total electricity demand in the same year. Five
years later, Malmodin et al. (2010) calculated that the ICT sector as a whole demands
about 3,9% of global electricity and that data centres account for a mere 1% of that.
However, since forecasts were predicting a rise of data centre electricity demand by 76%
from 2005 to 2010, the question arises if there was no growth in the installed server base
in the timeframe. The answer to this question was provided by J. Koomey (2011) a couple
of years later. When he reviewed his earlier assumptions, he discovered that the overall
increase in data centre electricity demand, during the above-mentioned timeframe, was
50% lower than previously anticipated. As a result, the amended study calculates that
worldwide data centre electricity demand is around 1,1% and therefore in line with the
results presented by Malmodin et al. (2010). The moderate rise in electricity demand of
data centres can be attributed to overall efficiency gains in the hardware used and other
introduced energy efficiency measures. Those measures have proven to be able to make
up for a big part of the additional demand created by the growth in data amount. While
electricity consumption for data centres increased by about 90% from 2000 to 2005, the
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increase from 2005 to 2010 only amounted to approximately 24%. Most recently, from
2010 to 2014, the increase amounted to only 4% (Bein 2018).
It is important to note that cloud storage and computing can be considered a subsystem
in the data centre world. Therefore, when further splitting up the system into smaller
pieces to only consider electricity consumption of cloud computing, the same challenges
that were presented by J. G. Koomey (2008) also apply. Both, the lack of available data
and uncertainty regarding the appropriate scope of analysis are posing significant
challenges. Nevertheless, this document presents an approach that allows an estimation
of the electricity demand of cloud computing for Industry 4.0.

6.1.

Scope of Cloud Computing systems

To understand & quantify the electricity consumption of cloud computing it is important
to quantify the system in question. While the characteristics of the cloud have been
described in the previous chapters, the components that make up the cloud will be
described below. This will allow to better understand why there are differences in the
previously outlined calculations as well as the electrical efficiency of various data centres.
At the heart of cloud computing are connected data centres. A data centre is in its core
a collection of servers organized in clusters where data is stored and organized. Those
clusters are usually mounted onto racks which are usually organized in rows. While in
traditional data centres servers usually are isolated and run only a predefined set of
applications, servers in the cloud are all connected and thus create one large computer.
However, this computer has not much in common with a computer that a typical enduser is accustomed to. One key difference is that information is stored on numerous
servers in different data centres to ensure the information’s safety, even in the case of
hardware failure. (Barroso, Clidaras, and Hölzle 2013) Besides servers, a typical data
centre consists of switches, Power Distribution Units (PDU), Uninterruptable Powering
Supply (UPS) and a cooling and ventilation system. Regarding electricity consumption
the cooling and ventilation system is the biggest consumer as can be seen in Figure 4.
below. The reason for that is that servers produce lots of excess heat during operation.
Since servers perform best and life longest at around 22 degrees Celsius, the data centre
needs to be constantly cooled. (Moore et al. 2005) This is also the reason why most data
centres can be found in climate regions that are naturally colder. As such the largest data
centre in Europe and the fifth largest in the World is currently being in the final stages of
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construction in Norway. The data centre is projected to initially draw in 70MW of power,
and at full build will measure as much as 0,6km² which equals 112 football fields and
have the ability to process 1,000 MW by the year 2027 when it is estimated to reach full
capacity. At the same time it is expected to be fully powered by renewable energy
sources .(Marques Lima 2017)

FIGURE 4 – ENERGY DEMAND ACCORDING TO EQUIPMENT TYPE
(Source: own depiction of information provided by Clarke Energy. Energy demand distribution in
data centres as of 2015, by use. https://www.statista.com/statistics/602629/worldwide-data-centersenergy-demand-distribution/ (accessed 10/6/18, 12:24 PM).)

6.2.

Green House Gas Emissions

There is no doubt that the topic of climate change and its implied negative effects on the
environment and human health are major global challenges that are currently being
widely addressed in both governance and business as well as among society as a whole.
According to the latest IPCC report (IPCC 2014), rising GHG emissions, are the major
cause of anthropogenic driven climate change. Unfortunately, the production of
electricity is still inherently coupled with the production of a significant amount of GHG
emissions. According to the IEA (2018) global electricity consumption was 25 570 TWH
in 2017 as previously mentioned.. Since the electricity demand of the developing world
will only rise in the coming years, the scientific and academic community predicts a
significant upward trend for this figure. Especially, since these countries are still in earlier
stages on their way to industrial transformation. These developments in countries from
the so-called Global South are fuelling estimates that show an increase of up to 75% in
electricity demand is likely to occur.
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Due to the significant amount of electricity consumed and its continuous expansion, the
ICT sector is counted among the contributors to rising global GHG emissions. This is
especially concerning when considering the fact that most data centres today are not
powered by renewable energy. Therefore, cloud computing can be counted to the larger
contributors of GHG emissions among the total ICT sector. According to Pettey (2007)
the ICT Industry emits around 2% of worldwide CO2 emissions. However, data centres
are responsible for almost 23% of these. On the other hand, Malmodin et al. (2010)
estimates that the ICT sector contributes 1,3 % of global greenhouse gas emissions.
Both studies used a similar base methodology, by taking 2007 as their base year but
estimated different metric tons of carbon dioxide (MTCO2) with 860 MtCO2 emissions
for the former and 620 MTCO2 for the latter. Still, both studies agreed on the fact that of
their respective MTCO2 result data centres were responsible for 0,5% of GHG
consumption. While the estimations are in the same order of magnitude, a detailed
review shows that the base definition of ICT equipment varied and that the lifecycle
assessment also differed, making a comparison flawed at the very least. More recent
studies have been dealing with the same challenges of limited data availability.
Nevertheless, most recent estimations display that globally between 1 and 1.5 gigatons
equivalent of greenhouse gas emissions are associated with Cloud Computing activities.
These amounts account for approximately 2.5 percent of the global greenhouse
emissions. To put it into perspective, these emissions equal to the global share of
greenhouse gas emissions from Germany. (Andrae et al. 2015)
A major role for affecting the amount of GHG that are emitted due to powering data
centres is the energy mix that is used to power them. Since this strongly corelates with
their localization on the world map a closer examination is necessary. Currently, most
data centres are located in North America and Western Europe Estimations. Both
regions combined are hosts to more than one thousand data centres. Meanwhile, Asia
has close to 400 data centres, while Africa and South America have 80 data centres
altogether. (Gold 2014) Taking Europe as an example and comparing the CO2 emission
intensity for electricity generation it the scope of the difference becomes evident and can
be examined in Figure 5. The sample countries have been chosen according to the
amount of present cloud data centres. (“Colocation Western Europe” 2018) It becomes
evident that powering your data centre in the UK results in a CO2 emission intensity that
is numerous orders of magnitude higher compared to for example Sweden. Therefore, it
should be expected that in the future data centre operators will opt for colder regions with
the necessary focus on renewable energy resources. However, organizations such as
Greenpeace have concluded that the biggest data centre growth globally will happen in
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China. Hence, they urge IT companies to raise awareness and support renewable
energy sources as this growth happens. In addition, China produces its electricity mainly
from coal and natural gas. On the other hand, there are diverging opinions as of the
location of new future data centres. Some expect them to happen in Europe, North
America, and Asia, while Africa and south America are expected to have new small data
centres built by 2020. (Oscarsson 2014)

FIGURE 5 – ELECTRICITY GENERATION CO2 EMISSION INTENSITY ACCORDING TO TOP
CLOUD COMPUTING DATA CENTRES
(Source: own depiction created with European Environment Agency CO2 emission intensity data
visualization tool. Accessed October 10th
Source: https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/daviz/co2-emission-intensity-3#tabgooglechartid_chart_11_filters=%7B%22rowFilters%22%3A%7B%7D%3B%22columnFilters%22%3A%7B
%22pre_config_ugeo%22%3A%5B%22European%20Union%20(28%20countries)%22%3B%22France%2
2%3B%22Germany%22%3B%22Ireland%22%3B%22Netherlands%22%3B%22Sweden%22%3B%22Unit
ed%20Kingdom%22%5D%7D%7D
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6.3.

Energy Consumption Metrics

As shown in the table below there is a number of metrics that can be used to describe
electricity consumption.
TABLE 1 – ENERGY CONSUMPTION METRICS

Benchmark
Total

Metric

Level

Power $ cost of power consumed Data centre

Consumption

Kilowatts used

Green Grid PUE

Ratio of facility power to It Data centre

Domain
Enterprise
Enterprise

equipment power
Green Grid Die

Percent of power that reaches Data centre

Enterprise

IT equipment
(Source: own depiction of information provided by Oscarsson 2014; (Belady et al. 2008)

Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) is a thermodynamic indicator introduced by Malone
and Belady (2006). It compares energy consumption to energy efficiency during the
operations of a facility. This means that it compares the power that is used to run the IT
equipment in the facility to the power consumption of the facility as a whole. The IT
equipment power is then defined via the consumption of the installed computers, network
equipment and peripherals. The power consumption of the whole facility can be
measured at a utility meter. (Belady et al. 2008) Since it is useful to provide a high-level
insight into the data centre the metric has found the widest level of adoption to measure
energy consumption in the ICT industry. (Kant 2009) Another metric that has found wide
adoption is the Data Centre Infrastructure Efficiency (DCiE) that is just the inverse
function of the PUE. Therefore, it allows to denote the IT electricity consumption as a
percentage of the total electricity consumption of the data centre. Both metrices are
considered useful tools as they allow an easy assessment of the overhead of power at
any given data centre. At the same time, when considered over an extended timeframe
they provide insights into variations of usage effectiveness. (Brady 2016)
Although widely adopted, both metrices have their limitations. To calculate PUE, energy
consumption of parts, that are fundamentally different in the way they are built and
operated from each other, must be calculated. Therefore, to arrive at plausible data,
accurate measurement of the actual load of the IT equipment is crucial. However, this is
often ignored. Instead the power use of the equipment is estimated and calculated which
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often leads to inaccurate results. (Itoh et al. 2010) Nevertheless, due to the wide
availability of the PUE metric measurement for various types of data centres, it will be
considered in the upcoming calculations and used to describe the efficiency of cloud data
centres.

7. Cloud Efficiency Discussion
Before talking about energy efficiency, it is imperative to understand the concept.
According to Moisan and Bosseboeuf (2010)
“Energy efficiency can be defined as a reduction of energy used for a
given service or level of activity”
The efficiency improvements that have happened in the computational sector are
impressive to say the least. Nevertheless, the total amount of energy needed for its
operations have been continuously growing. Such a development is no surprise as it can
be observed on numerous occasions in the past. It was first conceptualized by Jevons
(1906) in his work “The coal question” where he explained how technical progress aimed
at increasing coal mining efficiency would lead to an increase in its overall demand that
in turn would lead to a coal shortage. The public response at that time was disbelief,
however, history has proven him right. Even though no coal shortage ever occurred, and
coal was later replaced by oil, efficiency gains in coal mining inevitably lead to an
increase in coal demand. Jevons’ theory on energy efficiency effects was later
transformed into what is known as the Jevons Paradox or the Rebound Effect. Over the
years the theory has been supported with a lot of experiential evidence. (Alcott et al.
2012; Bauer et al. 2009)
Although the rebound effect has been primarily described in the context of psychology it
also finds its application in the ICT sector. A prime example for it is Moore’s law that
states that the microchip performance and thus efficiency per cost unit doubles every
year and a half. Since this theory was introduced in the 1960s and held true for almost
50 years we energy consumption in the ICT sector should be at an all-time low. However,
the opposite is true. The growth mindset that is fuelling the globalized economy, led to
an increase of applications for ICT technology and consumption patterns. This can be
observed when examining the installed computer base between 1980 and 2008 which
doubled every three years. Ergo, the observed use of electricity for computing has
steeply increased. Thus, energy consumption has increased event though todays
transistors are approximately 30 million times more efficient than 50 years ago. (Brettel
et al. 2014) Applying the same efficiency gains to a VW Beetle from the 1970s would
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result in a car that is able to travel at a speed of approximately 500 000 kilometres per
hour or 418 times the speed of sound, for 3 200 000 kilometres on one gas tank and that
would cost around 4 dollars. Going back to the ICT sector Andrae et al. (2015) believes
that rebound effects can offset energy savings at the macro-level completely through the
increase in the amount of data transferred.
Currently, it is not certain that Moore’s law can continue to apply because transistor
technology is reaching physical limits. On the one hand the heat that is generated by
ever smaller transistors that are being bundled together in an ever-closer space is
becoming an issue that cannot be addressed by traditional cooling techniques. On the
other hand, fundamental engineering limits are being reached by the microprocessor
industry as certain chip features have become too small to manufacture. Currently
microchip circuit features are as small as 14 nanometres which makes them smaller than
most viruses and they are expected to further reduce its size to a couple of nanometres.
Due to this limit and the fact that there is no innovative technology to replace the silicon
transistor technology in sight, the approach in the industry is shifting towards an
application centric approach. Instead of developing the tech and building the applications
around it, the applications (e.g. supercomputers, cloud data centres) will be at the centre
and the technology will be built around it to enable it best. (Waldrop 2016)
This development does however carry implications for further energy efficiency gains
that will no longer be accomplished by technological development. Overall Shehabi et
al. (2016) has proposed an overview of the taxonomy of effects that can be expected in
the future. As can be examined in Figure 6. the described effects are part of a bigger
picture that can be divided into first, second and third order effects that have positive and
negative net energy consumption effects. Taking into account this complexity it becomes
evident why it is challenging to agree on the net effect that these developments will have.
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FIGURE 6 – VARIOUS ENERGY EFFECTS
(Source: own depiction created after Shehabi et al. 2016)

7.1.

Approaches to green the cloud.

As a result, there are multiple approaches on how to reduce the contribution that the
cloud has to GHG creation. It should not come as a surprise that the most researched
topic in this area is optimization of energy consumption. After all less energy consumed
has a direct monetary effect for the data centre. According to research conducted by
Radu (2017) the topic of optimization of date centre energy consumption has gathered
4 times more scholarly articles than the topic of GHG emissions from data centres.
In general energy-saving solutions are designed to reduce resource consumption as far
as possible while still being able to function to complete necessary tasks. In practical
terms, this means putting as many currently unused devices or functions of a device into
sleep mode to maximize resource efficiency. Academia has established three main
categories of computing-, communicational- and infrastructure energy consumers in this
context. The energy consumption of all three groups can be optimized via both software
and hardware solutions. However, the most important base factor for resource efficiency
is the setup of a so-called “green cloud infrastructure” including only energy efficient
components from servers to storage to lighting and cooling. While hardware
improvements primarily refer to measures of dynamic power management (DPM) and
voltage frequency scaling (DVFS), software optimization is more complex including
different high performance and efficient computing modes. Since 2009, there has been
enormous academic and scientific interest in the use of algorithms based on so-called
virtual machines (VM) for the optimization of cloud resource use. Especially, since the
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possibility for reduction of energy demand for conventional cloud applications lies at
around 27%. Another important factor in the overall optimization process of cloud
computing refers to creating the right environment in data centres. On the one hand this
means optimizing the airflow inside the data centre, which is usually the main cooling
solution and can be further improved using a smart controller. On the other it means that
choosing the right physical location of data centres in temperate climates is important as
it reduces the energy necessary to cool the ambient air. This again, can be counted
towards hardware improvements. A good example in this regard is the GENETIC project,
which used and innovative and integrated optimization strategy to reduce energy
consumption. This included among others the generation of power locally but also
recovery of waste heat and energy efficient data centre cooling.(Torrens et al. 2016)

7.2.

State of the art optimization by Google

How far the solutions for energy savings can be pushed has been tested and
implemented in numerous real-life cases. One prime example is the approach that
Google and its engineers have taken. Although not primarily linked with Industry 4.0
applications, Google operates numerous hyperscale data centres to power everything
from its search algorithm to YouTube. In order to ensure that operations run as energy
efficiently as possible, Google’s in-house developed artificial intelligence (AI) solution is
being applied to cut data energy use through what is today known as prescriptive
analytics. The AI was first introduced in 2016 and through predictive analytics able to
produce recommendations on how to operate the data centre that were then checked
and implemented by humans running the operations. This approach resulted in an
efficiency gain of around 40%. However, this was just the beginning. Recently the AI
took over operations and now completely steers the data centre without human
interference. According to George (2018) the AI is able to predict temperature and the
load of the data centre up to 60 minutes in advance, which allows it to adjusts the
systems accordingly to utilize the least resources possible, This is enabled by constant
data collection from a network of sensors installed in the cooling system. Every five
minutes the AI updates data and runs it through its neural network. The AI neural network
is in its core a statistical model that is recreating to some degree the biological neural
networks of the human brain. The network then anticipates the effect on energy
consumption of different configurations, consequently enabling the AI system to identify
the strategy that will use the least energy possible. This policy at Google is also clearly
demonstrated in the energy efficiency numbers of its data centres. On average, they ran
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on a PUE of 1,12 in 2017. This means that the overhead energy consumption during
operation for the infrastructure is only 12% of the energy consumption that powers the
IT components. The scope of this achievement becomes visible, when taking into
consideration that the average PUE of data centres lies at 1,6 and 1 is considered as full
efficiency. (“Efficiency: How We Do It – Data Centers – Google” 2018)

7.3.

Future approach – Edge Computing

Although the energy consumption of data transmission to the cloud is not a prominent
research issue, the stability of the infrastructure is. Traditional cloud architecture is facing
an exponential increase in data that must be transported from physical assets to the
cloud for storage and analysis. With all the advantages that cloud brings to distributed
environments it has its limitations for specific use cases. Whenever the use case includes
time sensitive processes, cloud solutions are less suited due to a number of reasons.
First, the cloud latency, meaning the time it takes from request to response of the cloud
bases service, plays an important role. Second, the time that it takes to transmit the data
and get a response can be impaired by limited bandwidth support due to remote areas.
Therefore, whenever the requirements of the service don’t allow for cloud application or
simply would not benefit from it, a new approach is needed. Over the past years two new
solutions called fog computing and edge computing have been introduced. Both address
the described issues by moving processing capabilities and intelligent analytics closer to
the place of origin. While both terms are often being used interchangeably leading to
confusion there is a way to differentiate both. Fog computing incorporates the computing
capability at the level of the local network thus allowing for the data that needs processing
to be processed in a Fog Node or IoT gateway close to the origin of the data.
Nevertheless, Fog does not replace cloud. Instead both are connected and complement
each other. Edge computing takes computational & communicational capability one step
closer to the source and integrates these functionalities directly into devices like
programmable automation controllers. (Shi et al. 2016)
The possibility to reduce energy demand due to convergence of the technologies can be
examined across 4 parameters. In some use cases energy consumption of the involved
network to transport the data is a factor that can prove to be relevant. (Jalali et al. 2014)
Reducing or even eliminating the steps to move the data can therefore have an effect on
reducing the total energy demand under the condition, that the fog infrastructure is
already in place. Otherwise a longer timeframe needs to be considered to account for
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the resource consumption of installation of the fog computing capabilities. The next
parameter worth examining is the idle power consumption. Depending on the time
between operations that need to be carried out, fog or cloud applications might result in
higher efficiency. Due to their architecture, fog data centres cannot employ the same
energy saving tactics that cloud data centres can. (Jalali et al. 2016) Another parameter
to consider is the type of application. While fog computing is more energy efficient in
continuous use cases with low computational requirements that are close to the data
source, cloud has superior energy efficiency in most other use cases. (Deng et al. 2016)
Last but not least the topic of virtualization and network management are an important
factor for energy demand. According to (Al-Azez et al. 2015) it is possible to optimize
energy consumption of Fog infrastructure via a layered architecture model where Virtual
Machines process the IoT generated data in mini clouds close to the point of the origin
of data. Nevertheless, it has yet to be determined which approach will result in being the
most energy efficient one. Most likely a combination of cloud, fog and edge computing
will prove to deliver the desired results in the most energy efficient way.
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8. Methodology
This chapter aims at outlining the quantitative analysis of cloud computing in the context
of energy efficiency and Industry 4.0 carried out over the course of this paper. After a
short introduction to the general mixed approach and its inherent limitations, the basic
parameters of this quantitative analysis will be further elaborated.

8.1.

General Methodology

The calculations on the power demand from cloud computing for Industry 4.0 carried out
are based on a mixed approach and a bottom-up analysis. This is done, to better
understand the individual contribution of all parts of the cloud towards the overall energy
consumption. Afterwards, the results of the calculation model are compared and checked
against the reasonableness of their respective underlying assumptions. To reach this
goal, it is necessary to first define the total energy and data usage by the Internet (top
down). In a second step, the energy consumption per GB of the underlying parts that
represent a cloud data centre will be calculated (bottom up).

After successfully

calculating the electricity demand of cloud computing, various scenarios will be employed
to estimate to which part the cloud will be used for Industry 4.0 applications until the year
2025.
The present quantitative analysis is based on set of very specific parameters and
assumptions and comes with certain limitations. Today, there is only limited relevant and
recent data available, as no mandatory energy consumption reporting for cloud data
centre is established. Since it was outside of the scope of this thesis to collect data, the
data used for this quantitative analysis comes from a variety of sources. (Brady 2016;
Dayarathna, Wen, and Fan 2016; Andrae et al. 2015) Moreover, the thesis is not able to
consider the whole lifecycle of the employed hardware. While estimates on resource
intensity for the production of the necessary equipment for a cloud data centre are
available (Pilgrim, Groneweng, and Reckordt 2017; Marscheider-Weidemann et al.
2016) the commercial end of life phase of data centres is not well documented.

8.2.

Energy demand of the cloud

The energy demand of the cloud equals the electric energy consumption and can be
calculated according to the energy that is consumed for data storage, -transfer and processing. Data is usually expressed in bytes as the smallest unit of data. To make the
comparison feasible and on equal terms, a functional unit is defined as number of bytes
that are stored, transferred and processed during a fixed period e.g. one year.
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Furthermore, energy demand of the overall infrastructure needed to make the cloud work
also needs to be included in the overall demand. The overall energy demand of the cloud
can be expressed in the following formula below:
!"#$%& = !()*+,-.) + !,($)*0. + !1)$2.,,3+0 + !3+-)*,()%2(%).

8.3.

Data Transfer

As can be observed in the formula above, data transfer from and to the data centre is
one key area playing into the overall energy demand of the cloud. Therefore, its electricity
consumption must be defined. To achieve this goal, the IP traffic (Internet traffic) to the
datacentre will be estimated by the following calculations. First, the number of bytes
transferred needs to be calculated. Following, the energy demand for data transfer per
byte will be defined. Since, the consumed electricity varies depending on the network
connection there will be separate factors taken into consideration to account for this
system irregularity. Lastly, the data growth rate until 2025 will be considered.
According to a report by Cisco Systems (2018) the IP Traffic per month in the year 2017
accounted for 0.12 Zettabytes (ZB). Scaling this monthly number up to a year, we get a
total of 1,46 ZB per year. Current projections show that this number will grow up to 3,34
ZB by the year 2021 with an annual growth factor (CAGR) of 23%. In 2017, the total
traffic amounted to around 9 ZB and is expected to surge up to around 20 ZB until the
year 2021. This discrepancy between calculated yearly IP traffic and total traffic comes
from the fact that the data that is transferred from user to data centre only accounts for
about 14%. The bulk of the transferred data namely 77% in 2017 occurs within data
centres.
In order to take recent developments in the connectivity sector into account, the
calculations also need to consider broadband traffic, 3G connections as well as 4G
connections. Although 5G connections are currently in the developing stages, their
dispersion is not expected to cross the threshold of consideration until 2025. The share
between data exchange via mobile network and wide area network (WAN) can be
estimated to be 50:50. To account for the different types of connections considered in
this calculation, their different energy demands need to be considered. This is done via
an estimation of their current development. Projected development will be considered in
the scenario part that follows this section. In our base year 2017, only 26% of mobile
connections were 4G compared to 33% of 3G connections. At the same time 4G
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connections represented a share of 69% of mobile data traffic while 3G connections were
responsible for 24% of data traffic. The remaining traffic is considered to stem from 2G
connections. In 2021, 4G connections are expected to account for 53% of total
connections. At the same time, 4G will be responsible for 79% of traffic while 3G
contribution will be reduced to only 20%. The same development that is being
experienced by mobile user devices described previously also applies to M2M
connections which are the most relevant for Industry 4.0 use cases. This explanation
leads to the following calculation formula for data transfer:
!4)*+,-.) = 567 ∗ 9:;(., 5=7 ∗ 9:;(., + 5>7 ∗ 9:;(.,
In the formula above, P stands for the power demand per connection and C for the
respective number of bytes. To make the results more understandable the bytes are
converted to GB to provide a value that is closer to real world applications. According to
Malmodin et al. (2014) the following average energy consumption depending on mode
of connection applies where:
•

Fixed Broadband use 0,16 kWh per GB

•

2G connections use 37,1 kWh per GB

•

3G connections use 1,65 kWh per GB

•

4G connections use 0,45 kWh per GB

Applying this to the base year 2017, the average power consumption for data transfer is
0,37 kWh per GB. To put this calculation into perspective findings of Aslan et al. (2018)
are taken into consideration. That study examined 14 studies of electricity intensity of
Internet data transmission networks and found that depending on the executed study the
results ranged from 7,3 kWh per GB to 0,023 kWh per GB. Ten of those studies arrived
at a result below 0,5 kWh. Last but not least, Koomey (2011), proposed an approach to
calculate the transfer rate by simply taking 15% of the processing power consumption.
This, however, would produce an estimate of 0,001 kWh per GB which does not fit to the
proposed ranges by Aslan. Therefore, when taking those results into consideration, the
average power consumption for data transfer would result in 0,18 kWh per GB.

8.4.

Data Centre Storage

The next important parameter for defining total energy demand of the cloud is data
storage. For the purpose of this calculation, data storage equals data centre storage.
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This value can be calculated by multiplying the amount of data in bytes to be stored per
year (nbytes) with the energy used per byte per year (Cbytes).
Therefore, the equation is as follows:
!,($)*0. = ?:;(., ∗ 9:;(.,
The number of stored bytes (9:;(., ) will be assumed at 2017 values. According to Cisco
Systems (2018), there were 0,87 ZB stored in the cloud in 2017. This number is
significantly lower than the amount of data created that has been discussed in a previous
chapter. This effect can be largely explained by the fact that an increasing number of the
created data is only temporary and is therefore discarded shortly after its creation.
Moreover, most data is still stored on personal devices. (Workman 2018) The compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) until 2021 is projected to be 58%. This value translates into
roughly 2,3 ZB of stored data. The second part of the equation above, looks at the energy
consumption of the storage devices (?:;(., ) which are enterprise level hard drives.
Currently, most data centres operate 4TB and 8 TB hard drives. The former accounts for
approximately 65% and the latter for around 28%. (Klein 2017) The remaining 7% are
usually 3TB drives that have been in operation the longest and are being replaced upon
failure by their less energy intensive successors. The 4TB drive, immediate successor,
consumes 6,7 W or 1,68 W per TB. On the other hand, the more energy efficient 8TB
consumes 8 W which amounts to 1W per TB when idle (Hormann and Campbell 2014).
Further, it needs to be assumed that each hard drive alternates its time 50/50 between
idle and work mode and that power consumption increases by 40% when the drive is in
work mode. Consequently, when calculating the energy demand these factors need to
be taken into consideration. However, since data centres operate 24/7 their hard drives
are also always-on. Thus, it can be assumed that they never enter sleep mode, which
would harbour significant energy consumption reduction potential. Instead they only
alternate between work and idle mode. The overall result of average energy demand for
data centre storage as calculated via the above explained method is 0,0162 kWh per
GB per year. The table containing the pertaining detailed calculation can be found in
Annex 1.

8.5.

Data processing

The third parameter needed to calculate the overall energy demand of the cloud is data
processing. Data processing refers to the processing of raw data into readable formats
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via data modification and manipulation. It heavily relies on the capabilities of the
computational system, which in turn is dependent on the performance of the processors.
This is measured by the clock rate given in hertz or its multiples and the instructions or
computations that it can perform per second. (Oyanagi 2002) Therefore, the functional
unit that was proposed at the beginning of this section is limited in this regard. As a result,
calculations on a global scale have not been found. However, Koomey (2011) discovered
that the relation between energy consumption for storage and energy consumption for
processing is 1:4. Applying this methodology, to the previously calculated energy
consumption for data storage the power consumption for data processing can be
assumed as 0,065 kWh per GB per year.

8.6.

Cloud Energy Consumption

As previously shown, a major part of the energy consumption of every cloud data centre
is the surrounding infrastructure that is necessary to run and cool the IT equipment. Due
to the fact that there are numerous types of equipment used and also numerous
approaches to cloud data centre cooling, a detailed explanation is beyond the scope of
this work. While the usual approach is air cooling there are also liquid and “free” cooling
approaches. On top of that it is difficult to find a direct correlation between the number of
processed bytes and the infrastructure energy consumption. Therefore, the Power
Usage Effectiveness (PUE) will be used to account for the data centre infrastructure.
Since the number varies considerably between data centres ranging from around a PUE
of 2 for regular small and medium size cloud data centres to a PUE of almost 1 in modern
hyperscale data centres, an average will be considered. According to Ascierto (2018)
the average PUE in 2017 was 1,58 which in turn shows that on average the efficiency
improvements have been stagnating since 2013 where the average PUE was 1,65. Since
the Energy Consumption for the IT-systems in the cloud has already been calculated,
the total energy demand can be calculated in the following way:
!2#$%& = !A4 + !A+-)*,()%2(%).
Where:
EIT … is the result of the above calculation of energy demand for storage, processing
and transfer.
Einfrastructure … is calculated through the multiplication of EIT with the average PUE.
Applying this methodology, power consumption for a cloud data centre is approximately
0,413 kWh per GB per year.
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9. Results - Energy consumption of the cloud for
Industry 4.0
In order to consider the impact of Industry 4.0 on cloud computing the first step is to
attempt to quantify the amount of data that is being produced in this particular context.
According to a projection made by Oracle (2015) the number of cellular enabled factory
devices reached 610.000 units at the end of 2017. This point marked a growth streak
that has been sustained since 2012 with an average CAGR of 52% and that is expected
to continue. In the same year, the sales of industrial robots amounted to 387.000 units.
The sustained 10 percent year on year growth in the sales volume of industrial robots
across the globe has led to an installed base of 1.800.000 units. This number is expected
to double until to 3.053.000 units in 2020 and keep growing at a CAGR of 14% which
would result in 5.878.291 Industrial robots in the world. Considering the predictions from
the business side the forecasted sales volume in 2025 is estimated at $18.620.000.000.
(Tractica 2018) Taking into consideration that according to (Mahto and Hemnabh 2018)
the average price for an industrial robot is $ 46.000, this approach would estimate only
404 800 which is only a relatively small increase in sales per year. This can be most
likely attributed to the fact that by the time, the market will have matured and two-digit
growth will be difficult to accomplish.
To understand the approach of those calculations it is important to know that industrial
robots can be classified as representatives of a cyber physical system and are therefore
an important enabler of Industry 4.0. As a result, they can be used as one approach to
derive the amount of created data from Industry 4.0. Especially since there are estimates
by (Craig 2018) that a smart industrial machine creates an average of 5GB performance
data per week, resulting in 260 GB of data per year. Taking that as the base and
multiplying the number by the installed base of industrial robots, the expected amount of
data created reaches 468.000.000 GB which translates to 486 Petabyte. This is a
relatively small number compared to the amount of gathered data that Intel reported in
their case. The microchip producer introduced sensors and data analytics into one of
their microchips with the goal to anticipate equipment failure and thus react proactively.
They were able to leverage an impressive optimization potential by reducing spare parts
cost by 20%, cutting maintenance time in half and achieving a 25% increase in yield. In
order to accomplish that, 5 terabytes of machine data were captured during every hour
the machine was in operation. Assuming operational time of 18 hours a day the machine
produced around 33 petabytes in one year. Further estimates expect a smart factory to
produce 5 petabytes of data that needs to be analysed per week. For a year this again
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results in 240 Petabytes. Considering that the World Economic Forum has identified
1000 fully enabled smart factories, the creation of 240 000 petabytes can be expected.
(Twentyman 2018) The energy demand of cloud computing for Industry 4.0 applications
can be therefore calculated the following way:
!A+&%,(); >.C = !2#$%& ∗ ?:;(.,

Where:
Nbytes … is the amount of data created through Industry 4.0 (displayed in petabytes for
better understanding)
Applying this methodology, the cloud energy demand that is used for Industry 4.0 is
approximately 99 TW/H in 2017. Considering that previously estimated total ICT energy
demand of 1700 TW/H then Industry 4.0 only contributed to around 6% of the cloud
energy demand.

9.1.

Future Scenarios

Predicting future scenarios in the ICT sphere is comparable to looking into a crystal ball.
Most of the ICT-infrastructure and hardware that is regarded as standard today, was not
available a mere 10 years ago. To put it even further into perspective, the first iPhone
was launched in 2007 and the Amazon Web Service one year prior to that. Therefore, it
is possible, that the next disruptive innovation in the cloud space will again transform the
system beyond recognition. Nevertheless, there are forecasts by leading industry
experts that will be used to get an idea of the scope of the future developments.
In order to model the future scenarios two variables will be used that will be bundled to
scenarios which are most relevant. The first changing variable is the amount of data
created by Industry 4.0. For this, on the one hand the approach that has stood the test
of time in regard to data growth will be applied. The amount of data has been doubling
consistently in very short cycles in the past and will be assumed to increase at an annual
rate of 50%. (Fettweis and Zimmermann 2008). This represents the exponential
scenario. On the other hand, Industry 4.0 is expected to grow at a CAGR of 23,1% till
2023 which will represent the more conservative approach. (Sullivan 2016) Since the
scenarios are being considered until 2025 the same CAGR that was calculated by
Sullivan will be applied to the remaining two years that go beyond the scope of the used
report. The amount of data produced is therefore expected to grow to 1.266.000
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Petabytes in the conservative approach and to 6.150.937 Petabytes for the exponential
scenario.

Forecast - Amount of Data created by
Industry 4.0 till 2025
Data in Petabytes
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FIGURE 7 – CREATED DATA BY INDUSTRY 4.0 APPLICATION
(Source: own depiction for illustrational purposes of the applied scenario calculation methodology)
The second variable that is considered is the cloud centre energy efficiency. Since
optimization of the installed IT Hardware is slowing on average the optimization potential
needs to be leveraged on the infrastructure side which is only possible with a widereaching migration to hyperscale data centres. Therefore, the base scenario assumes
that current PUE will remain as a constant until 2025 representing no move to hyperscale
data centres. On the other hand, the hyperscale scenario assumes that a rapid increase
in hyperscale data centres will drive PUE significantly down. The PUE for Hyperscale
Datacentres will be used from Google’s insights and amount to 1,12. This is in line with
the expected hyperscale growth rate of almost 100% from 2016 levels until 2021 and
another doubling until 2025. Leading to an increased coverage of hyperscale data
centres making them responsible for 53% of the installed server base in 2025. When
applying these assumptions, the average PUE in 2025 results in being 1,35. Putting the
2 variables into the scenario logic, the following 3 scenarios will be examined.
Scenario I - The worst-case
Considers

exponential

data

growth

rate

with

the

base

PUE

factor.

Upon entering this input into the calculation model the expected energy consumption
from cloud computing for Industry 4.0 is 2540 TW/H which is more than the total
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considered ICT demand in 2017 and approximately 10% of global energy consumption.
Scenario II - Business as usual
Considers slow growth and a base PU factor. Upon entering the Input in the Model, the
expected energy consumption for Industry 4.0 results in 522 TWH which amounts to a
third of the ICT demand in 2017 and approximately 2% of global energy consumption.
Scenario III - Most likely
Considers exponential data growth rate with the Hyperscale PUE factor. Upon entering
the input in the model, the expected energy consumption for Industry 4.0 results in 2168
TWH which is more than the whole ICT sector in 2017.

Energy Consumtion in TW/h
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FIGURE 8 – CALCULATED SCENARIOS OF INDUSTRY 4.0 CLOUD ENERGY CONSUMPTION TILL
2025
(Source: own depiction for illustrational purposes of the applied scenario calculation methodology)
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10. Conclusion
In this investigation, the aim was to assess the overall energy consumption of cloud
computing and the greenhouse gas emissions caused in the context of Industry 4.0 via
a mixed approach quantitative analysis of secondary data from various sources. The
results of this investigation show that currently the ICT sector is responsible for around
1,3 % of global greenhouse gas emissions with cloud computing contributing
approximately 25% of the total. Out of those 25% energy consumption for cloud
computing in the context of Industry 4.0 accounts for only 10%.
However, generally, the study found that the impact of data generated by Industry 4.0
seems relatively insignificant compared to internet video streaming services like
YouTube or Netflix to name a few. Against this backdrop of data generation via an
avalanche of cute cat videos, latest movie blockbusters and compelling TV-series, every
other type of application seems to be irrelevant. The true motor of rapid data increase
lies with video streaming services like Netflix & Co, sending thousands of bytes though
the internet every second. According to Cisco Systems (2018), video streaming already
makes up about 73% of all IP traffic generated. This trend is only predicted to continue,
with an expected increase to 82% of total IP traffic by the year 2021. The magnitude and
extent of this development is especially evident in North America, where approximately
1/3 of IP traffic today is exclusively used for video streaming services. Since it is safe to
assume, that society will not give up their favourite TV-show in favour of a book in the
near future, the solution needs to be increased energy efficiency via Industry 4.0.
Therefore, the relevance of increasing overall energy efficiency in Industry 4.0 by running
large data centres on low-GHG emission energy sources and further boosting efficiency
is clearly supported by the current findings. According to Greenpeace (2017) the latter is
already being done by numerous leading internet companies. Since Industry 4.0 provides
a feasible way of addressing global challenges such as climate change while also
positively contributing to meeting commitments under several international treaties and
fora. All aiming for increased energy efficiency and reduced GHG-emissions to transition
to a low-carbon economy in which growth is completely decoupled from emissions. The
results of this research support the idea that the positive effects will outweigh the
negative ones linked to the increased data amount especially in the industrial context.
The potential for optimization and better decision making is numerous orders of
magnitude greater.
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The generalisability of these results is subject to certain limitations. For instance, today
most of the world’s leading data centre companies, do not disclose details about their
operation. While Google and Microsoft both recently built new data centres in northern
Europe where they can run almost exclusively on renewable energy sources, other
companies like Amazon are less transparent about their operations. Most of its large
data centres that are powering the Amazon Web Services are located in Northern
Virginia in the USA. The state currently uses renewable resources to generate only 3%
of its electricity. The main share is occupied by natural gas, which is responsible for
satisfying half of the state’s electricity demand. Second come the two nuclear power
plants that supply one third of the demand while the remaining part is covered by coal.
(US Energy Information Administration 2018) Due to increasing public pressure, most of
the internet behemoths including AWS have committed to powering their data centre with
100% renewable energy. However, those commitments are usually fulfilled by carbon
offsetting measures, which cannot be attributed directly to the energy and can be used
for green washing practices instead of fostering sustainable change.
The findings provide valuable insights for future research in the area of the total
environmental impact that Industry 4.0 has. As such the results can be used to establish
a first idea, on how much the data explosion that is being attributed to Industry 4.0
actually contributes to the cloud workload. Especially, the issue of a detailed system
analysis & examination that encompasses a digitalized production facility and its
correlating cloud environment is an intriguing one which could be usefully explored in
further research. However, if the debate is to be moved forward, a better understanding
& transparency of current cloud data energy consumption needs to be developed.
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Annex
Energy Consumption of Data Transfer
Data transfer rates
Connection Type
Wide Area Network (WAN)
3G Connection
4G Connection

% in 2017

kW/h per GB
50%
0,17
14%
1,65
35%
0,15

Total estimated energy consumption for data transfer

0,368

Energy Consumption of Data Centre Storage
Data Centre Storage
Storage Capacity (TB)

Distribution Idle consumption (W) Idle Consumption per TB 40% more consumption when busy (W) Total Consumption (W) kW (1000W)
kW/h kW/h per GB
4
65%
6,7
1,675
9,38
8,04
0,00804 70,43
0,0176076
8
28%
8
1
11,2
9,6
0,0096 84,096
0,010512
3
7%
7,7
10,78
9,24
0,00924 80,942
0,0269808
Total average of kW/h per GB of stored data (considering the distribution as outlined above)
0,0162

Forecast of the amount of data creates by Industry 4.0
Forecast - Data created by Industry 4.0 in petabytes from 2018 till 2025
Scenario
Scenario 1 - Conservative
Scenario 2 - Exponential

2018
295.440,00
360.000,00

2019
363.686,64
540.000,00

2020
447.698,25
810.000,00

2021
551.116,55
1.215.000,00

2022
678.424,47
1.822.500,00

2023
835.140,53
2.733.750,00

2024
1.028.057,99
4.100.625,00

2025
1.265.539,38
6.150.937,50

A1

Global IP data traffic
GLOBAL IP DATA TRAFFIC in zetabytes
year
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

IP Traffic per month IP traffic per year
0,12
1,460328
0,15091
1,81092
0,186453
2,237436
0,228411
2,740932
0,278108
3,337296

Global data centre traffic
Global data center IP traffic by segment in zetabyte

Global data center IP traffic from 2012 to 2021, by type in zetabyte
year
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Data center to user Data center to data center
1,28
0,97
1,61
1,35
2,02
1,75
2,50
2,25
3,06

2,80

Within data center
6,83
8,60
10,36
12,37
14,70

A2

Scenario I
Scenario I - Worst Case
Variable
Ecloud
nbytes
E Industry 4.0
E Industry 4.0

Amount
0,413
6.150.937.500.000,00
2540337187500,00
2540,34

Scenario II - Base
Unit
kW/h per GB
GB
kW/h
TW/h

Scenario II
Scenario II - Base
Variable
Ecloud
nbytes
E Industry 4.0
E Industry 4.0

Amount
0,413
1.265.539.384.207,13
522667765677,55
522

Scenario III - Most likely
Unit
kW/h per GB
GB
kW/h
TW/h

Scenario III
Scenario III - Most likely
Variable
Ecloud
nbytes
E Industry 4.0
E Industry 4.0

Amount
0,35262
6.150.937.500.000,00
2168943581250,00
2168,94

Unit
kW/h per GB
GB
kW/h
TW/h

A3

Development of various scenarios until 2025
Forecast - Energy Consumption trough Cloud Computing for Indusrey 4.0 in TW/h
Scenario
Scenario I - Worst case
Scenario II - Base
Scenario III - Most likely

2018
148,68
122,02
135,59

2019
223,02
150,20
200,80

2020
334,53
184,90
297,30

2021
501,80
227,61
440,11

2022
752,69
280,19
651,41

2023
1129,04
344,91
963,97

2024
1693,56
424,59
1445,96

2025
2540,34
522,67
2168,94

A4

